
ELIDA GREEN TIP GESHA
2017 RESERVE LOT OFFERING
COUNTRY

REGION

FARM

FARM OWNER

ELEVATION

VARIETY

PROCESSING

HARVEST SEASON

PANAMA

BOQUETE

FINCA ELIDA

WILFORD LAMASTUS

1,650-1,890 MASL

GREEN TIP GESHA

WASHED

JANUARY-MAY

Wilford Lamastus is a third-generation producer, self-identifying as being “born” a coffee farmer. Wilford fondly 
remembers using the trees planted in between the coffee on the family’s 1.5 hectare plantation as a playground 
along with his four brothers. Coffee is and always has been his life’s calling and the tradition continues with his 
son who is currently learning the family trade in pursuit of his own career as a coffee producer.

What sets the Lamastus family apart is their vision of Elida’s niche within high-end specialty coffee. To remain 
atop this field, the Lamastus family invests in research in processing techniques, particularly in drying and 
resting methods, such as the ideal drying periods and storage facilities for parchment. Since the Panamanian 
coffee sector does not fund a research program or lab like many other countries, the Lamastus family, along with 
their neighbors and colleagues, belong to the Specialty Coffee Association of Panama (SCAP). As a farming 
community and as a formal organization (the SCAP), producers are regularly sharing knowledge, experience and 
information.

Elida has established itself as one of the most highly regarded specialty coffee estates in Panama. It consistent-
ly ranks within the top 10 at the annual Best of Panama competition. The Lamastus family, growers for the past 
century, is an experienced and proud coffee family that is continually investing in and seeking new ways of 
improving their already stellar coffees.

The floral qualities expected of a quality Gesha lot are without doubt found on the nose 
of this coffee, but what makes this lot particularly interesting is the complex and clean 
fruited qualities found on the palate. Fresh stone fruits and red berries accompanied by 
a deeply saturated sweetness, and supported by bergamot acidity appropriate of the 
variety make for an incredibly complex and exotic washed Gesha.

IN THE CUP

A third generation coffee producer, Wilford Lamastus runs one of the most famous and 
decorated coffee farms in the world and yet continues to pursue quality at every touch 
point. Produced on one of the highest elevation coffee farms in the famous Boquete 
coffee producing region of Panama, this lot is a wonderful representation of both 
masterful processing and the Gesha variety.

THE TAKEAWAY
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